


FILL IN THE 

BLANKS



SINGLE FILLERS



1. We were so late we ........ had time

to catch the train.

(1) nearly

(2) almost

(3) hardly

(4) simply

(5) completely
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(3) hardly 



2. He ......... to all his friends that he was

getting married.

(1) told

(2) related

(3) announced

(4) called

(5) spoke

(3) announced 



3. Today’s paper .......... that we shall 

have an election this year.

(1) states 

(2) admits 

(3) expresses

(4) proposes 

(5) gives

(1) states 



4. Has the committee ........ a 

decision yet?

(1) done 

(2) made 

(3) confronted

(4) arrived 

(5) voted

(2) made 



5. The old man was ........ by a truck

on the zebra crossing on the

main road.

(1) got hit

(2) run across

(3) run out

(4) blocked

(5) knocked down

(5) knocked down



6. _________ the situation infuriated

him, he did his best to hide his

anger.

A. Besides

B. Though

C. Because

D. Since

E. As
B. Though



7. We didn't really want that particular

hotel, ________ it was a case of

Hobson's choice. We booked very

late and there was nothing else left.

A. but

B. and

C. because

D. While

E. None A. but



DOUBLE 

FILLERS



8. India will have to live with the ________

of unemployment for many years to

come because measures taken either

to _______ population growth or to

reorient the unorganized educational

system have failed.

A. boon, encourage

B. error, bridle

C. problem, curb

D. issue, aid

E. blessing, promote

C. problem, curb 



9. Though India does not have comprehensive

laws that ________ companies polluting the

environment, companies in India have

become conscious of their roles and are

taking necessary steps to ________

environment and minimize damages.

A. allow, destroy

B. restrain, insulate

C. permit, endanger

D. limit, emancipate

E. restrict, conserve

E. restrict, conserve



10. India’s ________ manpower and 

Finland’s high-end tech ________ 

should be leveraged under the 

‘Make in India’ initiative.

A. gauche, technology

B. skilled, prowess

C. sundry, means

D. abundant, allowances

E. countless, access B. skilled, prowess



11. The urban homeless ------------with 

many challenges like no -----------to 

elementary public services such as 

health, education, food, water and 

sanitation.

01. Extend, access

02. Assist, access

03. Handle, access

04. Depart, access

05. Survive, access
05. Survive, access



FILLING ONE 

WORD IN TWO 

SENTENCES



12. If a motorist can ------ his vehicle on the

road for a meagre amount, why would he

travel the distance to the parking lot.

The ---------was maintained by the group of

volunteers from local community.

01. Beauty

02. Service

03. Sell

04. Park

05. Decide
04. Park



13. Apart from water pollution and

ecological imbalance, poaching still --------

- a big threat to the migratory birds.

The ----------remain crucial for the quality

of the photographs clicked by any

cameraman.

01. Poses

02. Bears

03. Quality

04. Thought

05. Distance

ANS- 1

In the first case, ‘poses’ means 

‘presents’

In the second case, ‘poses’ means 

‘postures’



14. The new policy aims at providing better

opportunities to sportspersons to excel in their

respective fields and overall --------- of sports in

Uttarakhand.

His -------------was due and therefore he refused

to take bribe lest he should have to face

suspension.

01. Dispersion

02. Praise

03. Focus

04. Promotion

05. Precision

ANS- 1

In the first case, ‘poses’ means 

‘presents’

In the second case, ‘poses’ means 

‘postures’



15. (I) Nurses have to work _____ hours.

(II) She usually wears _____ skirts and

shirts.

01. early

02. latest

03. long

04. casual

05. designer
03. long



16. (I) The ______ of his wife was a great

blow to him.

(II) Her departure will be a great ______ to

the school.

01. tribute

02. departure

03. profit

04. death

05. loss 05. loss



17. (I) She is collecting _______ for her

latest novel.

(II) The company produces its own

training ______.

01. brands

02. ideas

03. things

04. material

05. matter04. material



18. (I) We must take ____ steps to deal

with the problem.

(II) We have no _____ evidence that she

was involved in his murder.

01. good

02. legal

03. authorized

04. another

05. positive
02. legal



(I) There is no simple _____ for 

unemployment in India.

(II) Concoction is an excellent ______ for 

sore throats.

01. solution

02. remedy

03. way

04. medicine

05. technique

HOME WORK




